Scene __1__ of 6
Description: Jerry’s mom, Kristina is waiting for Jerry to come
home after she got a call from the school about jerry failing a
course again. Jerry tries to sneak into the house but gets
caught by his mom.
Audio:
There are only sound effects in this scene. Door squeak sound
effect and footsteps sound effect will be added when Jerry
enters his house and runs upstairs.
Door squeak: https://youtu.be/ockqGPaqU3Y
Running on stairs: https://youtu.be/WKwMnui-2dI
Dialogue:
They are talking about Jerry’s grade, which later evolves to an
argument.

Scene __2__ of 6
Description: Jerry is scrolling through his social media on his
laptop. He finds an ad called “Memory Stamp”, he accidentally
clicks on it and starts his free trial. Right after he receives the
“Memory Stamp”, he starts reading the instructions but skips
the information about the side effects. He tries the “Memory
Stamp” on the next day and gets 100% on his test.
Audio:
Depressing violin music is playing at the back as Jerry scrolling
through his social media. The moment Jerry turns and sees the
package, mysterious violin music starts playing.
Depressing violin music: https://youtu.be/QTi4P5H89Uw
Mysterious music: https://youtu.be/kINarOLmkos

Scene __3__ of 6
Description: Jerry wants to shop for more “Memory Stamp”,
but he does not have any money. He later thieves his mom’s
credit card to buy the 30 days package.
Audio:
TV’s audio will play in the background when Jerry tries to
steal his mom’s wallet , to give the audience an idea that
Kristina is watching the TV.

Dialogue: There are no dialogues in this scene.
Effects:
Peach Punch filter CS07 (a filter that has a dark peach color),
will be used throughout the scene.

Effects:
When Kristina is standing behind the door, her eyes turns into
laser eyes, fire is behind her back.

Dialogue: He is speaking in his mind.
Transition: Cut off.
Effects: Champagne filter CC03 (a filter that has a pale yellow
and grey color), will be used throughout the scene.

LS / MS / CU: CU.

Transition: Fade in.
Transition: Cut off.
LS / MS / CU: LS.
Notes:

Notes:
LS / MS / CU: MS & POV.

Notes

Scene __4__ of 6
Description: After using the “Memory Stamp” for a few
months, Jerry becomes the best student in his school. All his
classmates envy him, his mom is proud of him. Kristina acts
oddly nice to Jerry, unlike before.

Scene __5__ of 6
Description: One day, Jerry is doing an exam in class. He is
well-prepared, but all of the sudden, he has a mild headache.
He ignores it and continues to work on the exam. When he
almost finishes, he fainted. He sees the teacher running to him
before he closes his eyes.

Audio:

Audio:

Cheerful music plays to show how Jerry thinks his life is
changing for better.

There is no background music, only sound effect of Jerry falls
on the floor.

Cheerful music: https://youtu.be/wn4_xqNIw2c

Dialogue: Conversation between Kristina and Jerry, Kristina is
acting queerly friendly to Jerry.

Dialogue: Jerry is speaking in his mind, thinking that he is very
clever since he knows all the answers.

Effects:

Scene __6__ of
Description: Jerry wakes up after three days in a coma, he
looks around and realizes that he is in the hospital. He cannot
move his body, he is stuck. He is told that he will be in a
vegetative state for his whole life. Afterwards, he goes home
and sits in front of his window. Something falls on the ground,
it is the note that written the instructions and side-effects of
“Memory Stamp”.

Audio:
Sorrowful music plays at the background when Jerry sits in
front of the window, regretting everthing he had done.
Sorrowful music: https://youtu.be/ptwcZ574blo

Effects:
Rainbow filter RB07 (a filter that has a warm and bright tone),
will be used throughout the scene.

The screen will be blurred when Jerry has a headache and
faint.
Transition: Slowly faded to black in the end.

Transition: Cut off.
LS / MS / CU: MS then POV.

Dialogue: The conversation between Kristina and the doctor.
Jerry’s mom sobs and blames herself for what had happened.

Effects:
Fresh Squeeze CN03 (a filter that has a dark and grey color),
will be used throughout the scene.

LS / MS / CU: LS then MS.
Notes:

Transition: Faded.

Notes:
LS / MS / CU: MS/CU.

Notes:

